@stake was the place to work if you were a security researcher or consultant. Wondering what became of some members of @stake? Wonder no more.

- **Chris Wysepal**
  - @VIME: Director of R&D
  - TODAY: Founder, CTO, Varascode

- **Christian Rinn**
  - @VIME: Research scientist
  - TODAY: Founder, chief scientist, Varascode

- **Joe Grand**
  - @VIME: Hardware hacker/research scientist
  - TODAY: Founder and CEO, Grand Idea Studios

- **David Litchfield**
  - @VIME: Research scientist
  - TODAY: Founder, NSS Software

- **Window Snyder**
  - @VIME: Consultant
  - TODAY: Chief security something-or-other, Mozilla

- **Chris Darby**
  - @VIME: CEO
  - TODAY: CEO, In-Q-Tel

- **Peter Zatko**
  - @VIME: Chief scientist
  - TODAY: Dvision scientist, DNS

- **Dave Aitel**
  - @VIME: Consultant
  - TODAY: Founder and CTO, Immunity Security

- **Ted Julian**
  - @VIME: Consultant
  - TODAY: VP marketing, Ayasdi

- **Andrew Jaquith**
  - @VIME: Consultant
  - TODAY: Analyst, Yankee Group